We observe in the usual z,pherical cavity approximation to the bag model that TM gluon modes couple predominantly in the s-channel toss quarks. We compute the spectrum of glueballs and meiktons containing TM gluons, which have unique decays to states of two, three, or four kaons.
The lack of a clear; simple signature is the chief obstacle to experimental verification of the glue ball spectrum expected in Q.C.D. 1 This difficulty also applies to most of the qqg states, which we call meiktons (pronounced "make-ton", from the classical Greek for a mixed thing-the terms hermaphrodite or hybrid have also been used), expected in bag and potential models 2 • 3 • 4 and lattice calculations. 5 •F 1 In this paper we propose a striking experimental signature for certain excited glueball and meikton states and we present the results of a calculation of the masses of those states. We find, in the spherical cavity approximB:tion of the bag model, that they often decay to final states of two, three, or four K mesons.
These decays are striking not only because of their high K multiplicities. For example we find an I = 1, JPC = 1 + -meikton which decays prominently to qm and I = 1, JPC = (0,1,2)++ states which decay-prominently to tj>p. These would be extremely rare decay modes ofl = 1mesons since for such mesons they would be OZI suppressed. Simila~ly we find strange meik~ns which decay to final states containing KKK. .. and·tj>-like meiktons decaying to KKKK. ... In the bag model the lowest energy gluon mode is the TE (transverse electric) mode with axial vector quantum numbers JPC = 1 +-and energy ETE = 2.74/R in a sphere of radius R. The TM (transverse magnetic) mode has vector quantum numbers JPC = 1--and a higher energy ETM = 4.49/R. The TE gluon couples in the s·channel to iiu, dd, and ss in an approxim_ately flavor symmetric way, as may be seen in that meiktons containing TE gluons should have l'arger branching ratios into final states with strange quarks than we would expect for ordinary mesons. This paper is motivated by the fact, also recorded in Table I of Ref. (3) , that the TM gluons-channel coupling is much stronger to ss than to i:iu and dd. Therefore we expect glueballs and meiktons with TM gluon constituents to decay often to final states rich in kaons.
This expectation is based on a decay mechanism in which the coupling of the gluon to quark-antiquark pairs gives rise to acomponent of the wave function which can fall apart into two mesons if above threshold. We can calculate the fraction of the state in thecomponent using cavity perturbation theory. In the case of a meikton containing a TM gluon we would have a fraction:
where COLOR-SPIN depends on the flavor and spin of the state, and the remaining notation is as in Ref. It should be noted that the enhancement ofss over uu + dd occurs for a large range of mqR and is thus not sensitive to the precise parameters we use in our fits.
For example the enhancement due to the vertex is -8 for mqR = 1.5; -12 for mqR = 2 (as shown above), -15 for mqR = 2.5, and -50 for mqR = oo. The sensitivity to the cavity shape, however, remains to be studied. This latter issue is more serious for glueballs than for meiktons containing s-wave quarks and antiquarks (like those we consider below), since it is the gluon modes which require a nonspherical shape (see the discussion in Ref.
3).
In Ref. It seems from experimental studies of the rznn 9 and nnnn 10 Tl\.f spectrum has not previousiy been computed.F 5 The results are presented in Table 1 for CTE/CTM = 1/2, 1, 2.
.r
There is a complication which must be mentioned at this point. •However roughly a third of these states are spurious, 13 or at least are pushed to higher masses, ~xcitation of the gluon ~ode, and this part itself is divided between TM and TE*F 6 .
Given this assumption we expect the q 5 q 8 TM spectrum shown in Table 1 to be a good guide -to the real masses and.that the ss enhancement will apply.
The same caveat appliesto the TM 2 glueb~lls. These are doubly excited, and thus may be mixed by the projection against spurious states with TM-TE*, TE*-TE* TM*-TE and TE-TE** (TM* ha~ JPC = 2+-, TE** has JPC ~ 3+-). We again assume that a state ·consisting ·mainly of TM 2 survives the projection. Given the premise of this paper it would be interesting to calculate the masses of the TM-TE* states.
·A final comment should be made while discussing the excited glueballs. unambiguously TE-TM, and a 2-+state which will be a mixture ofTE-TM and TE- The TM meiktons range from 1.8 to 2.5 GeV for CTE/C™ = 1/2 and from 1.4 to 2.2 GeV for CTiCTM = 2. In either case, and especially in the former, they are sufficiently heavy that we do not expect much mixing with thep-wave nonets (this mixing is incorporated in our results to O(a 8 )). The "w" and "p" states will decay to KK. .. , the "K*" to KKiL., and the "t/J" to KKKiL .. For CTE/CTM = 2 the 1 + + "w" The newly discovered {(2220) seen in rp-+ yKK could be identified with the "w" 2 ++or 0 + + meiktons, which in Table 1 are at 2320 and 1900 MeV for CTE/CTM = 112.
In this case we expect {to decay prominently to K*K* and t/Jw (see Table 2 ). As discussed below the t/Jw decay is of particular interest.
Some expected two body decay modes are shown in Table 2 . They respect Gparity selection rules but not their SU(3) extension, since the assumed decay mechanism breaks SU(3) badly. There are many striking signatures among the final states listed in Table 2 . For instance, "p" (1 + -)-+ t/Jn is a clean channel which is OIZ forbidden for ameson, as are the "p" -+ t/Jp, t/Jn decays found in the other partial waves.F 7 Similarly t/Jrz and t/Jw are OIZ forbidden decays for w-like and t/J-likemesons (in the latter case they are like the "semi-forbidden" rp' -+ rpnn transistion). 19 The t/JK and tPK* decays of the "K*" states also provide a good signature; they would not be prominent in the decays of strangemesons, since they could occur only by an OIZ rule violation (like rp' -+ rpnn) or by creation of an extra ss pair from the vacuum which is suppressed. The KKKK and t/Jt/J decays of the "t/J" meiktons are obviously spectacular.
Finally it must be said that the reliability of cavity perturbation theory as ,.The discussion of decays. given here raises another problem: efforts to compute baryon strong interaction widths in cavity·pertur~a~ionthe<iry tend to underestimate badly the measured values. 2° Clearly fixed cavity perturbation theory is inadequate to tre\).t the effects of bag fission which must. occcur as the decay proceeds. However our prediction for the decay of the TM gluon to strange quarks refers to the initial instant of the decay which occurs in the original cavity, and we may therefore hope it is at least qualitatively ~orrect .. •, 
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